The derivation of radiometric specifications for imaging spectrometers from the visible to the shortwave infrared part of the spectrum is a task to be based on requirements of potential scientific applications. A method for modeling the noise equivalent radiance at-sensor level is proposed. The model starts with surface reflectance signatures, transforms them to at-sensor signatures, and combines signatures of various applications with regard to performance requirements. The wavelength dependent delta radiances are then derived at predefined radiance levels using a model of the sensor performance. The model is applied with regard to the upcoming APEX imaging spectrometer system. A combination of various potential application disciplines forms the basis of the experiment. The results help in the definition of radiometric levels for laboratory calibration, of the noise equivalent radiance levels, the quantization of the signal, and the spectral range of an instrument to be designed.
• radiance model: forward modeling of at-sensor radiance and delta radiance signatures, and
• sensor model: transformation of at-sensor signatures into noise equivalent radiance values.
[place Figure 1here]
The herewith resulting delta radiance values ( ) are directly transformed to NedL (Noise equivalent delta radiance) values and SNR (Signal to Noise Ratio) values for the definition of a sensor. Note that the term NedL is used as descriptor for the sensor performance. The delta radiance , on the other hand, describes critical variable-specific radiance signatures which do not depend on the noise level of a sensor.
The environmental conditions, operational constraints, and geometrical presuppositions for imaging spectrometry data acquisition must be defined before this method can be applied. Taken together, they define a 'model scenario'. Most prominent parameters in a model scenario are: season, daytime, surface elevation, flight altitude, spatial resolution, spectral range, maximum spectral resolution, location, view angles, air temperature, and cloud coverage. An average scenario is proposed as baseline for all parameters. This standard scenario is helpful for intercomparison of the signals for various applications under the same environmental conditions and with the same solar illumination conditions. In any case, this standard scenario will not fulfill all conditions at one time. Additional application specific scenarios will have to be defined for a realistic simulation of the expected signal range.
Reflectance Model
The reflectance data is derived from application-specific established scientific models or from field and laboratory measurements, typically at 1 nm resolution. The full range of parameter variation is taken into account while each parameter is varied by the required retrieval accuracy to obtain a second entity of reflectance spectra augmented by the critical delta reflectance ( ). The concentration change to be detected per variable is derived from the needs of data end users. All surface reflectance spectra are simulated at typical irradiance levels and directions to account for illumination and BRDF effects.
A typical set of reflectance data is thus given as follows 
n is the number of parameters per application a, are the individual parameters i of application a, are the critical detection limits for parameters i , is the number of discrete values of parameter , is the wavelength center of each basic spectral band (i.e. resolved at 1 nm intervals), and is the solar zenith angle (incidence angle). The set finally consists of ( n +2)-dimensional reflectance data, including all cross sensitivity effects between the n parameters and the sun zenith angle, per wavelength.
Radiance Model
The reflectance signatures as of expression (1) are then transferred to at-sensor radiances using the MODTRAN4 radiative transfer code 10 following an initially defined model scenario. The MODTRAN4 radiative transfer code outputs are formatted and analyzed using the MODO utility 11 . Some assumptions on generic sensor characteristics have to be used in this step which include the potential spectral range, resolution, and sampling interval. A low sampling interval (e.g. 1nm) is recommended to take into account the undefined position of each spectral band at this point of the definition phase. The spectral resolution ('full width at half maximum'; FWHM) on the other hand is first taken at the lowest potential value of the instrument under investigation. It may later be iteratively reduced for optimization of the sensor design.
Given a number of fixed parameters in tuple of a model scenario, the simulated radiance may be written as: ,
where represents the central wavelength of the synthetic spectral band at fixed FWHM resolution.
The critical delta radiance ( ) can now be inferred as difference between radiance levels of a parameter variation:
.
The relation between the delta radiance signature and the radiance is now given as pairs:
The radiance values summarized by expression (3) are used to derive generic minimal, median, and maximal radiance levels based on all variables per application.
Sensor Model
The derivation of normalized signatures requires that all application/variable requirements given by pairs be normalized to specified radiance levels. A sensor model is used to transfer these pairs to requirements. The approach is defined as follows:
• fit a generic photon-noise limited function to all modeled / pairs per wavelength and variable,
• select the most demanding case of all relevant situations,
• derive spectral NedL values at the three specified radiance levels (minimum, median, maximum)
per variable,
• exclude non-significant wavelength ranges, and
• combine the signatures to overall radiometric requirements.
This result is then evaluated for SNR and based on the median radiance level. The concept is based on the assumption that the radiometric resolution of an instrument (given by NedL ) should be equal to or better than the signatures .
Normalization of Delta Radiance Values
The individual values of all depend on a specific absolute radiance value. For every variable, the most demanding combination needs to be searched for from all simulated / -pairs. A square-root function is fitted to every single point for this purpose. It is derived from the fact, that the noise of a sensor increases with the square root of the number of electrons at a photocathode: 12
[electrons],
where is the total at-sensor signal, is the dark current, is the incoming photon flux, is the quantum efficiency, and is the integration time. The dark current term in equation (6) may be omitted under the assumption that the number of noise electrons produced by the incoming radiation (i.e. the 'shot noise') is significantly larger than the number of dark current electrons. Furthermore, it is assumed that the measured radiance is linearly related to the number of photons:
where is a factor which linearly relates the radiance level to the number of measured electrons. The shot noise in terms of at-sensor radiance can thus be given as:
The detectability is given by the smallest signatures to detect, i.e. . Therefore one can write for the limiting case:
, and .
The signature pairs where is minimal are the most critical ones and thus are selected per variable.
The corresponding square root function represents a lower hull to the cloud of all situations simulated per variable and is calculated for each discrete wavelength of the data tuples as given in Eq. (5). An example for one variable at one specific wavelength is given in Figure 2 .
[place Figure 2 here]
As mentioned above, the dark current noise is not included in this assumption and may add up as a constant value to the shot noise function. Omitting dark current however is justified since it is only of relevance for low radiance conditions whereas at high radiance the photon noise is the dominant factor 12 .
This argument also leads to the conclusion that any further evaluation based on the given 'square-root'-rule should be based on medium to high radiance levels and not on minimum radiance.
Exclusion Process
The method described so far allows the calculation of to relations for all variables at any radiance level. If the signatures of all variables need to be combined for an overall view of the radiometric requirements, a clearly defined exclusion process is required to narrow the critical wavelength ranges per variable and to derive a combined result. For automation of the calculation, an analytical selection procedure is searched for rather than selecting critical wavelength ranges purely based on scientific knowledge of experts.
The wavelength selection approach proposed in this paper uses the relative signature strength per wavelength. This value can be defined based on the radiance signatures ( ):
A limit is then defined which excludes all signatures at wavelengths where is lower than this limit. The selection of relevant -signatures is thus given by .
The exclusion limit is an important factor for the combination of heterogeneous signatures. The analysis of various spectral data sets 14 showed that is a suitable limit preseving spectral features while excluding non-significant signatures. Thus, this value has been fixed for further analysis.
Combination process
The signatures of all applications and variables have to be combined for the derivation of final noise equivalent radiance requirements. The combination is done based on the delta radiance values remaining after the exclusion process: ,
where is the delta radiance per wavelength and per valid (non-excluded) variable . The variable is the number of variable signatures available per wavelength. No value can be derived on wavelengths where none of the variables shows a significant delta radiance value.
At this point, the resulting signatures can be transferred to noise equivalent radiance requirements with ,
which connects sensor performance and radiometric requirements. In relation to the absolute radiance levels, the signal to noise ratio ( ) can now be defined such that
The concept is based on a hypothetical sensor with fixed spectral resolution. A variation of the spectral resolution could be introduced in the radiance model (section 2.2) where the at-sensor radiance is convolved to the standard resolution. Such a change would propagate through the whole process and would influence the results significantly.
Example
The model as described above is applied to a scientific data set for the definition of APEX sensor performance 14 . Six different topics of interest have been chosen for the inclusion in the sensitivity analysis as listed in Table 1 . The calibration application is included since one of the main goals of APEX is being capable of cross-calibration and validation of spaceborne instruments. It is treated in parallel to the other applications, since calibration affects the whole wavelength range and by definition imposes the highest requirements in comparison to each individual application.
[place Table 1 here]
A few technical restrictions apply which are intrinsic to airborne pushbroom imaging spectrometers or are an initial postulation for the APEX system. These constraints are mainly the sensor FOV being not more than 28 degrees, the wavelength range between 380 and 2500 (± 30) nm, and the spectral resolution at best not better than 2 nm. The degree of freedom for the definition of the standard scenario is high concerning atmospheric conditions, flight heading, and solar zenith angle. Given the low FOV of the investigated design, a sensor zenith of 0 degree is assumed. Larger sensor zenith angles, e.g., for
BRDF analyses, could only be achieved by introducing a tilted sensor 22 which is not further considered here.
The sensor altitude is defined by the restrictions on FOV and spatial coverage/resolution (i.e. 1000 pixels across track at 0.5 mrad spatial sampling interval). The aircraft furthermore needs to be above the turbulent boundary layer if the data are used for validation of spaceborne instruments. Given these facts and the need for a high spatial coverage, a flight altitude of 4-10 km is desirable, while a standard altitude at 7.5 km a.s.l. has been chosen. The second major parameter relevant for the radiance levels is the In general, input signatures to the the model are reflectance spectra, except for atmospheric applications and calibration, where the at-sensor radiance (or delta radiance) is provided directly. In the following, the modeling procedure for vegetation is briefly described. The setup of all other models was done analogous to the vegetation model 14 .
Reflectance Signatures
The vegetation reflectance spectra are modeled for three variables: leaf chlorophyll, leaf water, and leaf area index. For the simulation, the PROSPECT/SAIL 15,16 approach has been chosen which combines a leaf reflectance model with a bi-directional canopy model. A 4-dimensional LUT is built including variation in sun zenith angle at 0, 18, and 48° (which influences the BRDF behavior of the spectra) between 400 and 2400 nm at 1 nm resolution. The LUT contains the directional surface reflectance under realistic irradiance conditions according to the model scenario. The modeled reflectance spectra and the respective delta reflectance for leaf chlorophyll are shown in Figure 3 .
[place Figure 3 here]
A relative accuracy of all parameters of 10% (at every level) is considered as critical variation and is then modeled on all levels of parameters, being 25, 45, and 70 µg/cm 2 for leaf chlorophyll; 5,10, and 20 mg/cm 2 for leaf water (Cw), and 0.5, 2 and 6 for leaf area index. The canopy boundary conditions for the simulation were structure parameter: N=1.5, dry matter: 1.25 * Cw, leaf angle inclination: 58°, hot spot parameter: 0.1.
Radiance Signatures
All reflectance spectra are transferred to at-sensor spectral radiance as described in Section 2.2. The results are convolved to a standard resolution of 7.5 nm at FWHM, corresponding to the 5 nm sampling interval which is the lower technical limit expected in the APEX system.
A direct comparison of the derived signatures between application must be made with care, since the -values are not derived at the same radiance levels (compare Figure 3) . The subsequent normalization is thus indispensable for intercomparison of the signatures on common radiance levels. In Figure 4 , [place Figure 4 here]
The derived functions through the most critical respective data points are used to normalize the signature to the median radiance level. The top graph of Figure 5 shows the results of this procedure if the delta radiance values are extracted for the three vegetation variables. The median radiance level is a spectrum representing a typical vegetation spectrum in the depicted case but could also be a constant which is better suited for calibration purposes. In any case, the qualitative information contained in this values does not depend on the chosen radiance level. The noisy appearance of the curves is due to modeling noise and an amplifying effect of the described normalization procedure.
Sensor Model
The such derived and normalized signatures need now to be combined to derive generic requirements.
Variables of low significance are excluded per wavelength in order to achieve realistic requirements. An example of the automatic exclusion process for vegetation analysis based on the selected 20% level is given in Figure 5 . Only wavelengths with signatures above one fifth of its maximum are included. Thus, a lower level (e.g. 10%) would lead to stricter requirements on the delta radiance signatures than the 20% level does. An optimal exclusion level preserving the major (known) diagnostic spectral features is searched for by analyzing the results on levels between 5 and 50%. The major features for all variables ∆L L ∆L ⁄ are clearly extracted from the whole signature spectra using the 20% level. For levels higher than 20%, major features would be excluded for certain variables (e.g., for leaf water in vegetation).
[place Figure 5 here]
Results
The analysis has been made for all variables as of Table 1 and the resulting values are analyzed for dynamic range, wavelength range, and noise equivalent radiance for an airborne imaging spectrometer such as APEX.
Dynamic Range
Minimum, median, and maximum radiances are first derived for each application. Furthermore, the minimum and maximum expected radiance at a 0 and 100% reflecting target is included. The generic minimal, median, and maximal radiance levels are combined from the corresponding applications specific values as wavelength dependent absolute minimum, generic median, and absolute maximum for all applications. The median value is taken as median of all application-specific medians, since all applications can be weighted equally only by this kind of combination. The signature for limnology is only considered up to 800 nm due to the almost zero reflectance of water at higher wavelengths (where the model was run up to 1099 nm). For the same reasons, the snow application is only considered up to 1500 nm. The resulting generic radiance levels are plotted in Figure 6 . The calibration requirements only have been used for the derivation of the lowest radiance level where the absolute minimum of the other applications was well above the calibration level after exclusion of snow and limnology for the above-mentioned wavelength ranges. The 0% and 100% reflecting target as well as the maximum calibration requirement are added for cross-comparison in the plot, describing the theoretical dynamic range.
[place Figure 6 here]
The dynamic range of an instrument such as APEX should cover all potential applications as well as the dynamic range that is required for the cross-calibration of other instruments. The minimum radiance capabilities usually should start at zero, although it might be useful to restrict the minimum radiance to higher radiance levels in the visible part of the spectrum where atmospheric path radiance is a predominant constant additive term to the total radiance. The application-derived minimum radiance level is above an absolute minimum for longer wavelengths due to the seldom encountered dark targets in this wavelength range.
The maximum at-sensor radiance that is expected is coupled to the saturation level of an instrument and should not be saturated for the application scenarios. The application-derived radiance value in the VIS/ NIR part of the spectrum is in good agreement with the absolute maximum as derived from MODTRAN4 (at 100% reflectance) and the values defined for calibration purposes (see Figure 6 ). In the SWIR part of the spectrum, the absolute maximum of all applications is about 30% lower than the signal of a 100% reflecting target under optimal (i.e. maximal) conditions. It is recommended using the maximum MODTRAN spectrum in the SWIR spectrometer rather than the maximum applications spectrum for the derivation of a sensor saturation level. Otherwise, some currently not included mineralogical (or similar) applications might not be covered by the sensor capabilities. For the visible part of the spectrum, the required maximum radiance is in the range of 0.3 to 0.6 W m -2 sr -1 nm -1 , whereas in the NIR radiances between 0.07 and 0.2 apply. In the SWIR part of the spectrum, the required maximum is between 0.01 and 0.03 W m -2 sr -1 nm -1 .
Delta Radiance Requirement
The overall delta radiance requirement is derived as described in Section 2.3. Figure 7 shows the combination of all delta radiance values at median radiance levels as of Figure 6 . The signatures have been smoothed using a 30 nm wide filter in order to remove modeling noise. The evaluation of these requirements is preferably done on the median radiance level since the extrapolations involved in using any other radiance level (minimum or maximum) increases the uncertainty of the final results substantially against the median case. Averaging of independent requirements for various applications on the other hand is not appropriate since variables with very strong signatures override any other potential applications (e.g., the low requirements for snow applications would obstruct potential vegetation applications in the NIR). However, if the focus of a sensor is on one specific applications the whole analysis can be adapted to this application specific levels.
[place Figure 7 here]
SNR Requirements
The number most often used for sensor performance definition is the signal to noise ratio (SNR). SNR values are provided based on the given scientific validation at the median radiance level. The clear definition of this level is indispensable in order to avoid the often encountered confusion about SNR values.
The final results have been smoothed by a 30 nm wide filter. As already mentioned in Section 3.3, the signature exclusion level influences the final sensor requirements. Figure 8 shows the influence of exclusion levels l between 10 and 30% on the final SNR demand at median radiance. The 20% level proves to be of low sensitivity to further increases of l, while lower exclusion levels would increase the sensor requirements substantially. The selection of the 20% level can thus be confirmed as a realistic presupposition.
The SNR requirement and the original driver applications are plotted in Figure 9 . On median radiance level, the SNR varies in the range between 100 and 2000 for the VIS/NIR detector. The high SNR requirements in the visible part of the spectrum are driven mainly by limnology and snow applications.
This wavelength range therefore needs special attention in sensor design. The performance in the SWIR wavelength part on the other hand can be constant at an SNR between 100 and 300. It is recommended to cross-compare any sensor requirements derived from these SNR curves with the values given in Figure 8 , which show a more generic view of the problem by including a range of exclusion criteria.
[place Figure 8 here] Figure 9 gives an impression about the wavelength range to be covered by an imaging spectrometer. It is clearly shown that a continuos spectral coverage is highly desirable except for the 1850 nm SWIR water vapor absorption band (i.e. 1800-1920 nm), where no significant signatures have been found. The lower limit of relevant signatures is at least at 400 nm. As most models used for this analysis did not take into account lower wavelengths, the real lowest limit of interest may be substantially lower than this model limit. Recommendations from consulting experts (c.f., acknowledgements) 14 have shown that a coverage starting at 300-350 nm would have benefits, specifically for atmospheric applications.
Wavelength Range
For the upper spectral limit, critical geological signatures have been detected up to 2450 nm which definitively need to be detected by a sensor.
[place Figure 9 here]
Conclusions
A complete model for the analysis of the variable specific relation between radiance and delta radiance has been proposed and implemented. The approach consistently determines NedL at predefined radiance levels. In this paper, the analysis was done on a generic median radiance level, but the delta radiance requirements may also be calculated at any radiance levels to fit, e.g., the characteristics of laboratory radiance sources during calibration. Moreover, the data basis allows recommendations on dynamic range, spectral range, or on radiometric quantization. It can be easily extended with additional applications or variables while the type of sensor can be adapted as well (e.g., satellite, ground-based)
since the model presented is generic and constraints are sparse with respect to inherent system capabil-
ities.
An underlying problem is that the radiative transfer code is run in a forward mode and that the inversion using real data relies on assumptions and measurements of the atmospheric state. Hence, a safety margin on top of the given values must be included when translating the requirements into system engineering specifications to take atmospheric uncertainties into account. Since the knowledge of the consultants in choosing relevant variables played a major role in the definition phase, it is not surprising that the achieved results are close to the state-of-the-art in imaging spectroscopy. Special attention must therefore be focused on the fact that existing models might limit themselves in the input quality for this modeling approach.
At this stage of the model implementation, we are assuming that all applications are treated at the same spatial scale. But the consideration of different spatial scales could be of significant interest in space related imaging spectrometers, since they often are a compromise between revisit frequency, download capability, and the number of spectral bands. Furthermore, no suitable indicators defining the spectral resolution of an instrument can be calculated using this model. Specific analysis of narrow band spectral signatures including the inversion process would be required to come to a thorough recommendation on this problem.
The presented model has the potential to be expanded with additional variables and applications. It can also be run for different sensors operating at different altitudes or with different spectral response characteristics. The method shall therefore be applied to other upcoming imaging spectrometers (e.g. ESA's 'Spectra' Instrument 23 ) with specific application requirements. The inversion of the presented model is limited by the problem of acquiring simultaneous information of atmospheric in-situ data. It is therefore envisaged to integrate the overall uncertainty of atmospheric compensation into the model. This would then close the loop and a complete model including the inversion from at-sensor data to surface characteristics could be made available for the transformation of scientific requirements into engineering specifications.
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